
Csci 132 Spring 13
Assignment 3

Due: Tue, March 12th 

A. Readings

The sed command
Stream Editor (sed) is an editor which was created particularly for executing scripts. It works with 
regular expressions and operates on the lines of its input. This means that whatever input is passed 
to sed, it is processed line by line.

For example we can pipe the output of a command to sed:
$ cat /etc/passwd | sed
Usage: sed [OPTION]... {script-other-script} [input-file]...

  -n, --quiet, --silent
                 suppress automatic printing of pattern space
  -e script, --expression=script
...............................

This example feeds the file /etc/passwd to sed, but since sed does not have any arguments it 
displays its Usage menu. 

One of the most commonly used sed commands is the substitution command. Its general syntax is:
 sed ‘s/string1/string2’

The above will find the first occurrence of string1 and replace it with string2.
Most importantly, regular expressions can be used instead of string1 and/or string2.

Example:
$ echo day
day
$ echo day | sed ‘s/day/night/’ 
night
$ echo Sunday | sed ‘s/day/night’
Sunnight

The slash( / ) is called the delimiter and is needed to separate the different parts of the substitution 
command. If you need to refer to the / character instead of using it as a delimiter, you have to quote 
it with a backslash (\). 
i.e. if you want to change the pathname /usr/local/bin to /common/bin:

sed 's/\/usr\/local\/bin/\/common\/bin/'

Now check the following example:

 $ echo abcd123 | sed 's/\([a-z]*\).*/\1/'
abcd

\([a-z]*\).* will match anything that starts with zero or more letters and is 
followed by zero or more characters.
 \1 is the first remembered pattern of the first parentheses.
So the above command will replace \([a-z]*\).* with whatever matched [a-z]*.



Global substitution
The s command as described before, substitutes only the first occurrence of the pattern in a line. If 
you want to substitute all occurrences in a line you have to use the g option; for a global 
substitution.

$ cat names | sed ‘s/Alex/Alexander/g’
$

If names is a file that contains various names, the above will substitute every occurrence of Alex in 
the file with Alexander.

Reading from a file and writing to another.
You can make sed read and process lines from one file and store the results in a different file (if you
don’t want to modify the original file). The input and output redirection operators can be used:

$ sed ‘s/hello/goodbye/g’ <oldfile >newfile
The oldfile will remain intact while the newfile will have oldfile’s contents but with all occurrences 
of hello replaced with goodbye.

An equivalent is: 
$ cat oldfile | sed ‘s/hello/goodbye/g’ > newfile

The man page of sed is not very clearly written, so you can check this tutorial for much more 
details:
http://www.grymoire.com/Unix/Sed.html#uh-0

B. Exercises
1. What does the following command do?

$egrep "^[0-9]+\.[0-9]+|^[0-9]+\.[0-9]+\.[0-9]+" sample

2. Which of the following match the regular expression /a.[bc]+/
a. abc
b. abbbbbbbb
c. azc
d. abcbcbcbc
e. ac
f. asccbbbbcbcccc

For those that don’t match, explain why.

3. Write a command to count the number of students born in 1985. Assume student.lst is the 
file that contains the information.

4. Create a file called customers. Insert the following lines into the file:
John Doe 5556667777 NY
Alice Johnson 3334445555 NJ
Mary Birnbaum 6665557777 MT
Bob Johnson 2221113333 MI
Tom Dorfman 1112223333 NY
Tom Heneghan 3335557777
Mary Genetti 4445558888 MA
Nick Schutjer 5554443333 NY
Alex Shiro 4445556666 CA
Steve Karplus 9998887777 ME
Jenny Belisle 2223334444 NJ

http://www.grymoire.com/Unix/Sed.html#uh-0


Create a script that will do the following:
a. Print how many customers are from NY.
b. Replace the state abbreviations in the file with the full state names. So, NY → New York
c. Add dashes (-) to the phone numbers, so they take the format 111-222-3333
d. Find any customers for whom there is no state in their entry, and put N/A at the end of their 
entry’s line. So, Bill Ayers 123-321-1234 → Bill Ayers 123-321-1234 N/A

Note: The changes should not be saved to the customers file but to a new file called customers_new.


